kenneth b. and anne h.h. pyle center
for northeast asian studies

the national bureau of asian research (nbr) is establishing
the kenneth b. and anne h.h. pyle center for northeast asian
studies to advance the comprehensive study of the region,
particularly as it pertains to the security, political, and economic
interests of the united states. the center will serve as a lasting
tribute to nbr’s founding president dr. kenneth pyle for his
pioneering work in japan studies, his dedication to building
scholarly institutions, and his teaching generations of students.
it also recognizes mrs. anne pyle for her support of ken’s work
and her lifelong dedication to, and expertise in, the study and
collection of woodblock prints by japanese artist sadao watanabe.
Tribute Gala  Benaroya Hall, Seattle, Washington  November 17, 2006

letter of welcome


I

remember the day in the summer of 1993, when Ken

ciation for the terrific work and reputation of the insti-

and Rich first came to see me in Tacoma, Washington

tution. As Founding President, Ken was not only instru-

at the Frank Russell Company, the company my grand-

mental in NBR’s development and success; he is the

father Frank had launched in 1936. As soon as they were

cause for the institution. As a young university profes-

seated, Ken thoughtfully introduced NBR and talked in

sor in the late seventies, Ken befriended Senator Scoop

some detail about its origins dating back to Senator

Jackson. Soon the Senator called and visited him when-

Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson. I was intrigued and wanted

ever he needed advice on geopolitical issues and, as his

to learn more about this research institute, especially

foreign policy advisor, Ken traveled with him to remote

because it shared my appreciation for the long-term

locations in Asia. Scoop was dedicated to understanding

importance of Asia and Russia in international eco-

Asia and Russia and soon voiced the need for a

nomic and political affairs. Just a few years earlier, I

“National Sino-Soviet Center,” which would bring criti-

had established Russell 20-20, a group of independent

cal Asia and Russia academic expertise from around the

money managers and plan sponsors, to explore emerg-

country into the policymaking arena in Washington,

ing markets with an eye especially toward investment

D.C. Following the Senator’s passing in 1983, it was Ken,

opportunities in the former communist countries plus

working with Bill Van Ness, other colleagues of Scoop,

developing Asia. I remember thinking that NBR’s work

and Rich, who implemented this incredible vision. Some

would be a terrific complement to the mission of the

years later, in 1989, NBR was born.

20-20. What’s more, Ken explained NBR’s organization-

Ken, you led the building of an institution focused

al model—similar to that of the National Bureau of

on the big issues at the center of power in the world

Economic Research—which features minimal in-house

today. Your commitment and dedication to founding

research staff and a lean administrative structure. The

and developing NBR are remarkable, and we’re all better

beauty of this model, he said, was that NBR could use

for it. Dion and I commend you for all you have accom-

the best specialists in the world (regardless of their phys-

plished. We know that Anne has been a huge part of

ical location), contract with them, and thus keep over-

your success, both professionally and personally, and we

head costs low. I considered how this “outsourcing”

recognize that she deserves equal credit for fully sup-

approach would be useful at the Russell Company and,

porting you all these years.

for years following, our Russell associates heard me talk
often about the NBR model.

Best regards,

The appeal of NBR was compelling, and I soon took
Ken and Rich up on their invitation to join the board of
directors. Eventually the two of them roped me into
becoming Vice Chairman and, a year or two later,
Chairman, positions which have given me great appre-

george f. russell
Chairman
The National Bureau of Asian Research

Herb Ellison, Ken Pyle, Larry Clarkson, Joachim Kempin, Jim Rothenberg, Rich Ellings,
George Russell, Bob Wade, Charles Brady, and Bob Zoellick. Pebble Beach, 1996
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mona l. locke

studies with Dorothy DeLay, the celebrated violin peda-

Mona Locke joined KIRO 7 Eyewitness News in April

gogue, and graduated from the Juilliard School in 1989.

2005 as an anchor/reporter for KIRO 7 documentaries,

In 1986 she received the Gold Medal at the Second

newscasts, KIRO 7 Profiles, and special projects. Mrs.

Quadrennial International Violin Competition in

Locke became Washington’s 20th First Lady in 1997.

Indianapolis and, most recently, the Idemitsu Award for

During her eight-year term, she was a dynamic champi-

outstanding musicianship. Ms. Takezawa lives in New

on for early learning as well as other issues related to

York and plays a 1710 Stradavarius Camposelice on

children and families. She helped launch a multimil-

loan from the Nippon Music Foundation

lion-dollar public awareness campaign about the
importance of a child’s development during the first

walt wagner

years of life; co-chaired the Governor’s Commission on

A Seattle native, Walt Wagner is a classically trained jazz

Early Learning with Melinda Gates; and founded the

pianist who studied with Bertha Ponce Jacobsen at the

Foundation for Early Learning, a non-profit organiza-

University of Washington. He has appeared as a guest

tion working to ensure that every child enters school

on The Tonight Show, The Merv Griffin Show, and an

prepared to succeed.

Andy Williams & Peggy Fleming special from Madison

Mrs. Locke also serves on the boards of Children’s

Square Garden. Mr. Wagner has also performed with Jay

Hospital & Regional Medical Center in Seattle and

Leno, Bill Cosby, Bob Hope, George Burns, Lily Tomlin,

Thrive by Five, a statewide public-private partnership

Roberta Flack, Sammy Davis, Jr., Bob Newhart, and as

promoting early learning, co-chaired by Governor

pianist-conductor with Peggy Lee.

Christine Gregoire and Bill Gates Sr. She is a graduate

A prolific composer, Mr. Wagner writes much of the

of the University of California at Berkeley and received

music for his concert and club appearances. He also

her master’s degree from Northwestern University’s

writes all his own big-band arrangements for jazz per-

Medill School of Journalism.

formances as well as orchestrations. Mr. Wagner recently fulfilled a commission from the Seattle Philharmonic

kyoko takezawa

Orchestra to compose a fanfare for the opening of the

One of today’s foremost violinists, Kyoko Takezawa has

final 2004–05 season concert.

performed as a soloist with many of the world’s leading

george f. will

orchestras. She has appeared with the New York
Philharmonic,

Boston

Symphony,

Philadelphia

George F. Will’s newspaper column has been syndicated

Orchestra, Cleveland Orchestra, Chicago Symphony,

by The Washington Post since 1974. Today it appears

London Symphony, Dresden Staatskapelle, Leipzig

twice weekly in just under 500 newspapers in the United

Gewandhaus, NHK Symphony, and the New Japan

States and in Europe. In 1976 he became a regular con-

Philharmonic. Ms. Takezawa has collaborated with,

tributing editor of Newsweek magazine, for which he

among others, Seiji Ozawa, Sir Colin Davis, Michael

provides a bimonthly back-page essay. In 1977 Mr. Will

Tilson Thomas, Wolfgang Sawallisch, Kurt Masur, Sir

won a Pulitzer Prize for commentary in his newspaper

Neville Marriner, Leonard Slatkin, Charles Dutoit, and

columns.

Sir Andrew Davis. She began violin studies at the age of

Mr. Will has published five books—three on politi-

three and at seven toured the United States and Canada

cal theory and two on baseball. Seven collections of his

with the Suzuki Method Association. At 17 she began

Newsweek and Washington Post columns have also been

published. Mr. Will was born in Champaign, Illinois,

respectively, and has covered events in Japan, China,

and educated at Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut,

Korea, and throughout Southeast Asia. In 1987 he

Oxford University, and Princeton University, where he

became managing editor of Newsweek International in

earned his Ph.D. He has taught political philosophy at

New York, where he directed and coordinated world-

Michigan State University, the University of Toronto,

wide news coverage. He holds a B.A. in History from the

and Harvard University. Mr. Will served as a staff mem-

University of Washington and an A.M. in East Asian

ber in the United States Senate from 1970 to 1972. From

Studies from Harvard University.

1973 through 1976 he was the Washington editor of
National Review magazine.

Mr. Adam H. Goff is Director of Edge Strategies at
Russell Investment Group, having just returned from five
years serving as Chief Investment Officer for Russell’s

ken’s students

Japan business. He holds an M.A. in Japan Studies from

Mr. Matthew J. Bannick is General Manager of Global

the Henry M. Jackson School of International Studies at

Development at eBay. Matt joined eBay in 1999 and has

the University of Washington and a B.A. in Geography

served in a number of senior executive roles, including

from Vassar College.

President of eBay International and President of PayPal.

Mr. Jeremy A. Yellen is a Ph.D. candidate in History

Prior to eBay, he served four years with Navigation

at Harvard University. Prior to beginning his graduate

Technologies and was a consultant with McKinsey and

studies at Harvard, Mr. Yellen spent a year working as a

Company. Matt also served as a U.S. diplomat in

research associate at The National Bureau of Asian

Germany during the period of German unification. He

Research. He holds an M.A. from the Henry M. Jackson

received his undergraduate degree in Economics and

School of International Studies at the University of

International Studies from the University of Washington

Washington, and a B.A. from Northwestern University.

and graduated from Harvard Business School with dis-

suzuki institute

tinction in 1993.
Dr. Michael P. Birt is Director of NBR’s Center for

The Suzuki method of music instruction was developed

Health and Aging. Prior to joining NBR, Michael held

over 50 years ago by Dr. Shinichi Suzuki of Matsumoto,

successive careers as an academic, consultant, entrepre-

Japan. The method is based on the concept that every

neur, and gerontologist. He co-founded a leading U.S.-

child’s innate musical talent can be nurtured. A child

Asia biomedical business development company and has

can be taught music at a very early age much the same

consulted for many of the world’s leading health care,

way that he or she learns to speak. Children learn lan-

medical technology, and consumer product companies.

guage through encouragement, exposure, and practice.

Michael received his Ph.D. in East Asian Studies from

Together, parents and Suzuki teachers use these princi-

Princeton University and an M.A. in Japan Studies and

ples to provide an ideal environment at the lessons as

a B.A. in History from the University of Washington.

well as at home. The triangular arrangement of teacher,

Mr. Tracy S. Dahlby holds the Frank A. Bennack

parent, and child is the key to success through early

Chair in Journalism at the University of Texas at Austin.

childhood, and it leads to increasing independence and

He is an award-winning journalist and filmmaker with

self-motivation in the teenage years.

long experience in international affairs. Tracy spent
thirteen years living in Asia, where he served as Tokyo
bureau chief for Newsweek and The Washington Post,

Suzuki student performers are listed on the “Special
Thanks” page.
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Ken, Anne, Will, and Annie Pyle prepare to depart
for sabbatical in Japan, 1971

kenneth b. and anne h.h. pyle


I

n January of 1965, a young couple named Ken and

the center because she is the unsung hero in all of this,

Anne Pyle drove from California to Seattle in their

supporting me in everything I’ve done. We’ve just had a

Volkswagen Beetle. It had been a long trip—a blizzard

wonderful partnership,” says Ken.

had stalled them along the way—and they were a bit

“We are honored to launch a Center that truly

apprehensive. Though it was their first visit to the city,

reflects Ken Pyle’s extraordinary career as a leader and

they were there to live. They had recently returned from

scholar, and Anne’s roles in supporting Ken’s work and

a three-year sojourn in Japan, where Ken had complet-

as the foremost authority on an important 20th centu-

ed his PhD in Japanese history. He had accepted an

ry Japanese artist,” says Rich Ellings, NBR’s president.

appointment teaching at the University of Washington.

a joint path

They knew but one person in Seattle.
“The winter rains were in full swing,” Ken recalled,
“and we had recently lost an infant daughter. The out-

W

hen you meet Ken and Anne Pyle, the first
thing you’ll notice is their distinct styles. Ken, a

look seemed a bit bleak. I remember asking myself,

tall man with glasses and a scholarly air, is low-key and

‘Should I have taken another job offer?’”

thoughtful. He waits a few seconds before answering a

Fortunately for Seattle, the University of Washington,

question, as if considering the value of each word before

and eventually a think tank called NBR, the Pyles stayed.

uttering it. Anne, who is slender and trim, literally glows

Ken launched a remarkably fruitful career not only as

with enthusiasm as she speaks.

a renowned scholar of modern Japanese history, but

When you ask friends and colleagues about them

also as a builder of institutions that would help Seattle

though, they speak of the Pyles’ many shared interests,

become a hub of Asian academic and policy studies,

ranging from Japanese folk art to the music of Bach to

including The National Bureau of Asian Research (NBR),

their involvement in their church and in the lives of

the nation’s independent think tank exclusively devoted

their children.

to Asia policy.

“You can see how integrated these two are,” says

Anne, meanwhile, thrived as well. She was not only

NBR’s Rich Ellings. “They may have contrasting styles,

a keen supporter of Ken’s work, but developed her own

but they share rock solid values, including deep com-

expertise in Japanese art and culture that has served as

mitments to their family, church, and country.”

a great complement to Ken’s historical and policy focus.

These values may have been rooted in their shared

Over the course of their 46-year marriage, they have built

background. Though they didn’t really know each other

an extraordinary relationship based on mutual support

well until they were both studying at Stanford for a

and shared values and interests.

summer during their college years, they are both from

For that reason, when NBR decided to honor its found-

State College, Pennsylvania, home to Penn State. They

ing president by renaming its Northeast Asian Studies

were born in the same hospital and grew up five min-

Center, it was clear from the beginning that it would be

utes from each other. (Ken remembers first taking notice

a tribute to both Kenneth B. and Anne H.H. Pyle.

of Anne when, at 18, she was chosen as Pennsylvania’s

“I very much wanted Anne’s name to be involved in

Laurel Queen.)

“The Pyle boys had a reputation for being very

tual historian of modern Japan,” says Don Hellmann,

bright,” Anne recalls. “So when Ken asked me out, I was

University of Washington professor of international

nervous.” Their first date, a Bach Festival in Carmel,

studies and political science. Playfully he adds, “He’s

proved to be a sound choice. Bach is still one of their

had a very distinguished career—at least this far!”

favorite composers.
Early in their marriage, they also became deeply
connected to Asia. In 1961 Ken accepted a three-year

To his students, Ken became known as a concise,
meticulously prepared instructor who sparked their
interest in the broader forces and dynamics of history.

Ford Foundation fellowship to study Japanese language

“I took Ken’s “History of Modern Japan” course in

and history in Tokyo as part of his doctoral work at

1973,” remembers Michael Birt, director of NBR’s

Johns Hopkins. The couple lived in a tiny Japanese

Center for Health and Aging. “It had a major impact.

house with no central heating and tatami mats for beds.

He has a tremendous ability to digest a lot of informa-

Anne, an art major at Skidmore College, had long

tion and become conversant in those materials.” And he

been fascinated by Asia—her mother, the daughter of

focused his students on the big questions and driving

medical missionaries, had been raised in rural China—

forces in history, helping his students grasp what was

but her focus had been on Western art. “This was the

really important.

beginning of an unfolding adventure that entirely

In 1971 the Pyles returned to Japan for six months.

changed the direction of my artistic interests,” she’s

While there, Anne began studying privately with a sten-

written. She experimented with different forms of

cil printmaker named Sadao Watanabe—or Mr.

Japanese art, from calligraphy to woodblock printing.

Watanabe, as she called him—whose work she had dis-

Ken, who was busy learning one of the most difficult
languages in the world, says her studies deepened his
perspective immeasurably.

covered during their first trip to Japan.
An artist in a centuries-old style of printmaking
with paper stencils and natural dyes, Watanabe was

“The arts and aesthetics of Japan are a real window on

beginning to make a name for himself for his richly

Japanese culture,” he says. “The studies that Anne shared

colored and expressive prints of Christian themes; he

with me opened up a whole new dimension that turned

had earlier won Japan’s most prestigious award for print

out to be key in my understanding Japanese society.”

artists. She began to learn his complex methods, later

The years in Japan were the foundation of Ken’s
career, which began to take off after he started teaching

finding out she was his only private student. It was the
start of a lifelong passion for her.

at the University of Washington. In 1969, his disserta-

“I’ve concluded that my experience was—as the

tion, “The New Generation in Meiji Japan,” was pub-

Japanese say—kisekiteki, a minor miracle,” she’s written.

lished, featuring a woodblock print of Anne’s on the

a talent for low-key leadership

cover. His reputation as a brilliant young scholar on
modern Japanese history grew; many of his publications have since become leading texts in the field.
“Ken’s work on the building of a Japanese national
identity was huge. All my colleagues still use it,” says

L

ike many academics, Ken Pyle came to administration reluctantly. But he found he had a talent for it.

“I’ve always enjoyed institution-building,” he says. “Just
presiding doesn’t particularly interest me.”

Richard Samuels, MIT Professor of Political Science and

One such institution is the Journal of Japanese

Director of the MIT Center for International Studies, who

Studies, which he founded in 1974 and which has since

refers to Pyle as one of three scholars he most respects.

become the most important journal in the field.

“Ken Pyle, without question, is the premier intellec-

Another is the University of Washington’s Jackson

Ken and Anne with grandsons Matias and Lucas, 2002

Ken, Anne, Will, Sylvia, Matias, and Lucas at the Museum of Flight, 2002

School. In 1978 Ken was tapped to become director of a

outstanding personal relationships and uniting people

school that was being renamed the School of

towards a common goal.”

International Studies. After saying no once, he accepted.

building bridges

He knew it wouldn’t be an easy assignment. Though
the school had a legacy as a pioneer, many of its finest
scholars were retiring and support was waning.
In a now-famous story, Ken decided to appeal to
Senator Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson for support, drop-

K

en’s connection to Senator Jackson, though
short—the Senator died unexpectedly in 1983—

helped shape his thinking about another type of institution that needed building.

ping by his D.C. office one day on a whim. It turned out

“It was the senator’s thinking that there was a need

that Ken’s plea fit in perfectly with Scoop’s perception of

to bring academic expertise into policymaking to create

a shortage of U.S. policy advisors who truly understood

an intelligent foreign policy,” says Ken. “We talked a lot

the culture and history of countries such as the Soviet

about how we could get expertise from around the

Union and China. Jackson pledged his support and—in

country into Washington.” After the Senator died, the

his typically dynamic style—went about getting similar

newly created Henry M. Jackson Foundation funded a

support from Congress and corporate leaders at Boeing,

feasibility study for such an institution, and Ken Pyle

United Airlines, and others.

asked his assistant director, Rich Ellings, to do the study.

Pyle also became an advisor to the senator, accompa-

They launched NBR in 1989. Though the start was

nying him on several trips to China over the next few years

modest—Ken jokes that the secretary quit the first week

and accepting many a quick call for policy advice. “My

because NBR’s staff of two wasn’t big enough “to be a

association with Senator Jackson was like being caught

genuine organization”—they proved to be an excep-

up in a whirlwind,” he recalled in a lecture about the

tional pair. Ken brought his credibility as a scholar and

Senator’s legacy. “It was a flurry of high-energy activity.”

academic leader. Rich brought policy connections and

Anne laughs when she remembers those years.

lots of enthusiasm and drive.

“Scoop was very outgoing, and I always thought that

“We put together the advisory board with Ken’s lead-

Ken, with his low-key demeanor, was just a perfect fit.”

ership and reputation,” says Rich. Within a few years,

With new funding and high-profile supporters, Pyle

they had the start of a world-class advisory board, and

and colleagues were able to transform the Henry M.

an impressive national board of directors with a very

Jackson School of International Studies—thus renamed

important long-term supporter, business leader George

after the Senator died—into a genuine school of inter-

Russell, who eventually became NBR’s chairman.

national studies, with new curricula and courses, promi-

“Ken started NBR and helped bring it from zero to

nent new scholars, fellowships, and graduate programs.

full speed,” says MIT’s Richard Samuels. “It quickly

“Ken was most responsible for building the school as

became the go-to source for background information

we know it today, creating the endowment, and extend-

and quality analysis on Asian security. He deserves great

ing its national and international reputation,” says NBR

credit for providing such an important public good.”

president and co-founder Rich Ellings, who served as
assistant director at the Jackson School under Ken.
Matthew Bannick, a student leader at the Jackson

Ken recalls the day he and Rich first met with George
Russell and their success in interesting him in NBR’s
work as the critical turning point in the organization.

School while Pyle was director (now a top executive with

Anne shared in one particularly memorable occa-

eBay), gives credit to Ken's leadership style: “Ken is an

sion in NBR’s history, an intellectual property rights

extraordinarily modest leader with a gift for developing

conference in Shanghai held in 1999 on the day after the

United States had accidentally bombed the Chinese

one of its highest imperial honors, the Order of the

embassy in Belgrade. Ken, who co-chaired the confer-

Rising Sun. In 2006, he was named the University of

ence, eased the tension at the opening banquet by

Washington’s Henry M. Jackson Professor of History

telling a story from Anne’s past.

and Asian Studies, and an endowed professorship in

“In making a toast I told the crowd that my motherin-law had grown up in China and she always said that

American foreign policy was established that will bear
his and Anne’s names.

the Chinese people were the brightest people in the

He’s also faring better than ever in the court of stu-

world,” he recalls. Upon hearing this story, the face of

dent opinion. This fall his “History of Modern Japan”

the Chinese senior statesmen at the conference lit up.

class has its largest enrollment yet. A new book, Japan

“At the end of the toast,” Ken says, “he walked around

Rising: The Resurgence of Japanese Power and Purpose,

this table and said to Anne, ‘Madam, you are always wel-

will soon be published to an eager audience.

come in China.’” The mood of the Chinese attending
the conference was transformed.

Anne’s expertise in the art of Sadao Watanabe has
flourished. As Watanabe’s reputation has grown, Anne

While Ken is immensely proud of NBR, he believes

is often asked to write and speak about the artist’s work,

its greatest days are yet to come. “This organization is

and has helped organize several exhibitions, most

really going to change and affect Asian policy in the

notably at the Museum of Biblical Art in New York City

future.”

in 2001.

A key step in that objective is the think tank’s

She now has the world’s largest collection of Mr.

Washington, D.C. office, which was launched in May

Watanabe’s works; many of the most striking pieces are

2005 in order to help NBR establish a more visible pres-

displayed in the lower floor of their house in what she

ence in the capital.

calls her gallery. She and Ken choose each piece together.

Another is the Kenneth B. and Anne H.H. Pyle Center

“They’re very supportive of each other and their

for Northeast Asian Studies. The Center focuses on one

interests,” observes their son Will, now a tenured eco-

of the most critical—and rapidly changing—areas of

nomics professor at Middlebury College. “When they

Asia and has a range of ambitious goals, from helping

moved to Japan early in their marriage, Mom nurtured

US policymakers understand the rise of China to train-

an artistic interest that was complementary to Dad’s

ing its own next generation of Northeast Asia specialists.

research. And Dad supported what developed into a

Travis Tanner, Director of the Pyle Center, feels this

passion for Mom, encouraging her both in her own art-

focus is particularly appropriate for a center named

work and in her efforts to put together one of the

after the Pyles.

world’s leading collections of Watanabe prints. Now

“Ken has devoted much of his career to understanding how people in power think, particularly the

their trips to Japan are equally split between Mom's art
interests and Dad’s research.”

Japanese leadership. And he has educated four decades

Ken reiterates how much Anne’s pursuits have added

of students—he really understands the importance of

to his worldview. “She has been my partner in whatever

the ‘next’ generation.”

I’ve been able to accomplish,” he has written.
Anne feels blessed by the fact that they were brought

no such thing as retirement

T

together and have shared so much, including the NBR

he NBR center is only one of several honors that

honor. “I must say that the whole period from the time

have been bestowed upon the Pyles in recent years.

we were married and went to Japan and the experiences

In 1999, the Government of Japan decorated Ken with

we’ve had has been a wonderful one.”

Anne and Ken

Mr. and Mrs. Sadao Watanabe, Anne and Will Pyle, 1971

watanabe sadao (1913–1996)
Anne H.H. Pyle


Anne Pyle was Watanabe’s only private student and owns the largest collection of his
works in the world. She has written and spoken extensively on Watanabe and the Japanese
folk art movement and continues her own printmaking using Watanabe’s methods.

W

atanabe Sadao was one of the greatest Christian

of Van Gogh and Edvard Munch.” In this print, based

artists of the late twentieth century. That he

on Matthew 13:9 (“He who has ears, let him hear.”), we

was a Japanese Christian is remarkable since Japan has

see the Christian inquirer, hand to his ear listening for

relatively few Christians. Nonetheless, he worked in a

the Word. Of this print Watanabe said, “I have always

distinctively Japanese style of

aspired to portray stories and

printmaking and in the folk

episodes from the Bible. In this

art tradition.

disturbed world I would like

Born in 1913 and the

to heed the voice of Heaven.

student of two of Japan’s most

The person shown in this

famous folk artists, Watanabe

print is no one in particular

was, in some respects, a

but was created in this spirit.”

prophet without honor in his

Since

then,

Watanabe’s

own country with its strong

works have become interna-

Buddhist and Shinto tradi-

tionally acclaimed and part of

tions. Although he was award-

the permanent collection of

ed the first Japan Folk Art

many leading art museums

Museum Prize in 1947 for The

including the Museum of

Story of Ruth, he became far

Modern Art in New York and

better known abroad than in

the Boston Museum of Fine

his own country. His print, The

Arts. His prints have hung in

Bronze Serpent, won first prize

the White House; ten are on

in the Contemporary Japanese
Print Exhibition sponsored in
1958 by Saint James Church in
New York City. Soon after, he

Watanabe Sadao (left) and his teacher,
Serizawa Keisuke (1895–1984),
sitting in front of “The Story of Ruth”
at the time the Japan Folk Art Museum
Prize was awarded.

gained world fame when James

permanent display outside the
Sistine Chapel in the Vatican;
and he exhibited and was the
guest at many colleges and
universities.

Michener featured Watanabe’s print Listening in his

Not only is his Christian art executed in a tradition-

1962 book entitled The Modern Japanese Print. “This

al Japanese medium, but his Biblical themes are typical-

remarkable print,” Michener wrote, “represents in its

ly depicted in a Japanese cultural milieu, giving his

style a bridge between the great Japanese woodblock

Christian art a distinctly national flavor. For example, in

masters of the past and the modern European traditions

his print The Last Supper, the disciples, dressed in

kimonos, are kneeling on tatami around the low table.

rice flour, rice bran, salt and lime) in one corner of the

On the table there is a large red fish, a seabream (tai),

silk screen and using a wooden spatula, he drew the

served at times of family celebration. Stylized bottles of

paste over the entire design, then lifted away both the

sake, fish, and plates of sushi, painted in circular motifs,

silk screen and stencil. After the paste dried, he brushed

complete the feast. Christ, slightly larger than the rest, is

black paint over the entire design, the paint only touch-

at the head of the table with the youthful John leaning

ing the areas of the paper left by the stencil impression.

towards him; Judas and three other disciples are kneel-

He allowed the paper and ink to dry and “rest” for a day

ing in the foreground. Often, in his prints, there is

or two. In the final stage, he submerged the paper in

whimsy and surprise. Judas, with his back to the viewer,

water and, as the paste softened, gently brushed it away,

is clutching the money bag, and painted on his back one

revealing the protected colored areas and the blackened

can detect the image of a fox, which in Japan is symbol-

stencil form. This last step was exciting, for each new

ic of bedevilment. Of the purpose of his art, Watanabe

print laid out to dry was unique and there was always an

said, “I wanted to find a way of expressing my

element of surprise.

Christianity within a Japanese context, instead of just

the paper

adopting the European tradition.”
Content perhaps with the thought that someday his
themes would be understood in Japan, Watanabe Sadao,

T

he paper Watanabe used for both his stencils and
prints gave his work its distinctive character. It

in the selfless spirit of the folk art tradition, spent a life-

came from the inner bark of the paper mulberry (kozo)

time creating his luminous biblical prints. It is ironic

tree and was handmade by farmers who for centuries

that from one of Japan’s most deeply rooted indigenous

had specialized in this craft. Watanabe loved the mul-

art forms came the work of its greatest Christian artist.

berry paper’s long, sinewy fibers, its strength and natural warmth. His stencil paper (shibugami) was a three-ply

the process used by watanabe sadao
paste-resist stencil dyeing (katazome)

W

mulberry paper laminated with persimmon tannin,
dried, cured in a smoke house, and aged. This process

atanabe’s process, which originated in the

made an exceptionally durable and water-resistant

ancient Okinawan method of stencil dyeing,

paper, well suited for the cutting out of fine lines and

entailed intricate craftsmanship and involved an aston-

shapes. At times Watanabe made over two hundred

ishing array of natural materials. He began by executing

prints from one paper stencil.

his drawing on tracing paper, pasting this to the stencil,

Most important was Watanabe’s choice of crumpled

then with a fine knife cutting out the design. He put the

paper (momigami) on which to execute his prints. To

cut paper stencil on a light box and laid the printing

make it tough and water resistant it had been coated on

paper on top of it. Using the stencil as a guide, (the sten-

both sides with a solution made from the root of the

cil form could easily be seen through the paper), he

devil’s tongue plant (konnyaku) then crumpled by

painted on the colors, traditional organic and mineral

hand, packed, squeezed firmly, laid out, and stretched.

pigments in a medium of soybean milk. The protein in

The paper’s appearance was one of strength and

the milk bound the colors to the paper’s surface. When

resiliency; its wrinkled texture gave life and energy to

the colors dried, he put the cut stencil design on top of

Watanabe’s work. He chose this unusual paper with its

the printing paper, adjusted it to the colored areas, then

naturally formed edges because it had a certain rough

overlaid a fine silk screen.

folk art simplicity and perhaps because it had the rich

Placing a small amount of paste (a recipe of sweet

and weathered look of a medieval manuscript.

the story of ruth, 1947
This is a very early large black and white print depicting the Old Testament story of Ruth.
Blackbirds, rabbits, grasses, and flowers combine with the figures into a striking overall design.
This print received the first Japan Folk Art Museum Prize.

the bronze serpent, 1958
This print depicts Moses and the people of Israel. The hand expressions are similar to those seen in
Buddhist icons; long fingers raised in surprise and in awe of God’s power. The similarity of Watanabe’s work to
that of his friend Munakata Shiko (1903–1975), the Zen Buddhist wood block print master, lies not only in
its design, but in the strength and rhythm of the figures as they look up to the serpent for healing.

laborers in the vineyard, 1958
This print was inspired by Jesus’ parable of the laborers in the vineyard, found in Matthew 20:1-16.

stencil for noah’s ark, 1972

noah’s ark, 1972
This print is divided into horizontal segments of colorful, stylized animals and kimono-clad figures,
and like the print “The Story of Ruth,” is printed on a rough, natural, unpainted ground. The animals—
most shown here are familiar to the Japanese people because they are represented in their zodiac—
together with the background details of tree, plants, and flowers, display a harmonious relationship with
the patternized figures. This is another example of what might be a rich textile design.

listening (kiku), 1960
This award winning print was featured in James Michener’s limited edition folio sized book,
The Modern Japanese Print, 1962. Watanabe wrote about this print, “I have always aspired to portray stories
and episodes from the Bible. In this disturbed world, I would like to be able to head the voice of Heaven.
The person in this print is no one in particular but was created in this spirit.”

the last supper, 1981
This is a theme Watanabe executed over and over again. In this print, the disciples, dressed in kimonos, are
kneeling on tatami around a low table. There is a large fish on the table, a sea bream, served in Japan at times of
family celebration. Stylized bottles of sake and plates of sushi complete the feast. Christ is at the head of the table
with the youthful John leading toward him; Judas, with his back to the viewer, is shown clutching the money bag.
One can detect painted on Judas’ back the image of a fox, which in Japan is a symbol of bewitchment.

reflections
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ear Anne and Ken,

uscript, your first draft. You gave this advice in regard to

“Thanks” hardly scratches the surface of the

a specific incident, the details of which I have long for-

appreciation I owe and feel as a consequence of the

gotten, but the general advice stuck like glue, as many of

enormous impact that you have had on my life in two

my dearest colleagues at NBR can attest for my having

very big ways: professional/civic opportunity, which I’ll

passed this along to them repeatedly so that they will in

barely mention (and mention last), and guidance by

turn remind me!

your example. That guidance has come very simply by

As your daughter Annie notes in these pages, Anne,

the habits by which you two lead your lives—in the

you gave much of your life to raising your two children

form of humility, good judgment, patience, and under-

successfully, and, Ken, you managed to balance family

standing the importance of family. Now if only I had

and a high-achievement professional life so well. Again,

some capacity to follow your example!

the example the two of you have set reminds me, and us

Because you lead very private lives filled with humil-

all, that in the end our greatest legacy is our children

ity, most of your guidance has surely been unintended.

who may pass down wonderful values to subsequent

Nonetheless, I have held you two as models, often ask-

generations if we are attentive, care deeply, and do the

ing myself what you would do or think. For example,

best we can as parents.

when I wonder about giving credit where it is due, or

I hope this puts the first category, “professional/civic

giving it where it would do the most good, I think about

opportunity,” in proper context. You provided me a shot

you two. Humility is truly one of your great virtues, and

at working on the Senate staff. Then you invited me

those around you are able to flourish as a result.

back to the University, to the Jackson School. As if that

Ken, you frequently lavish praise on Senator Jackson

weren’t enough, you provided me with the opportunity

for the premium he put on good judgment. I am con-

to help plan and build NBR so that we might assist lead-

vinced that he admired you so greatly in part because he

ers make good decisions on issues critical to our nation,

saw that quality in you too—and it applies to Anne in

and to humanity more broadly. These add up to anoth-

spades as well. Both of you have made good decisions all

er incalculable debt that we can have fun discussing at

your lives. No one bats a thousand, of course, and when

another time.

in retrospect facts seemed to raise questions about a
decision you made, you learned from the experience and

With all respect and affection,

were kind enough on a couple of occasions to share your
discoveries with me so I might not learn the hard way.
Because patience is not something I come by naturally, it is this virtue of yours that I remind myself most
frequently. Ken, you once said to me that, if time allows,
it is often better to sit on an issue overnight than to act
on your first judgment or, in the case of a letter or man-

richard ellings
President
The National Bureau of Asian Research

I have had the privilege to know Ken Pyle for the past

improved the visibility of Asia, its rich traditions,

34 years—first as a professor, then as a colleague, and

tangled history, and its multifaceted relations with the

now as a friend. The Japanese language has a word—

United States, for so many students, scholars, and poli-

shinshi—that perfectly captures the essence of Ken Pyle.

cymakers as Ken Pyle. I was hugely lucky to encounter

Usually translated as “gentleman,” shinshi has a deeper

Ken when, as a UW undergrad nearly 40 years ago, the

meaning in the Confucian tradition of a man who

idea of becoming a journalist seized me by the collar.

assiduously devotes a lifetime to the development of

Thanks in large measure to Ken’s inexhaustible capacity

intellect and cultural appreciation while cultivating a

for patience and insight, I came to see history not as a

deep compassion for people. For me, Ken is the living

source of tall deeds and infallible heroes, but as a font

embodiment of a shinshi.

of what the news business refers to as “deep context” for

In 1973, I took Ken’s signature class, HSTAS 423, the

human behavior on the planet—a handy thing indeed

History of Modern Japan. He looked younger than any

for an aspiring reporter to try to tap. And so, while I am

student in the class, but from the first lecture it was clear

honored to join in congratulating Ken on a supremely

that Ken Pyle was a meticulous scholar with a profound

distinguished career that includes founding NBR and

understanding and appreciation of Japan and its histo-

shaping America’s active discourse on foreign affairs, I

ry. That class and Ken’s guidance led me to become a

confess that I persist in thinking of him as the most gift-

scholar of Japan.

ed of teachers—one who took the time to show me the

Since then, Ken has become a close colleague, men-

public value and personal satisfaction to be found in

tor, and friend whether I was returning to teach at the

the never-finished business of trying to make the past’s

Jackson School, starting a new company, or returning to

hidden prologue visible to others in the hope that, on

Seattle to find a new career path. It was Ken who sug-

a good day, you stand a chance of making the world

gested that I look at NBR as a place to begin that new

not only more transparent but more tractable, as well.

journey. At key moments in my life, Ken has been a

Thank you, Ken.

trusted confidant with a keen mind and an open heart.
During that time I have also had the privilege to
come to know and treasure Anne Pyle. To see their mar-

tracy dahlby
Frank A. Bennack Chair in Journalism
The University of Texas at Austin

riage, suffused by such love and playful affection, has
given me great insight into their unique blend of faith,

In 1997, I came to the Masters in Japan Studies program

intellect, and compassion. I have been blessed to have

at the University of Washington as an intellectually

Ken and Anne Pyle inspire and guide me in my life. The

curious but naïve student. Despite a general familiarity

Japanese have an expression: yoku osewa ni natte orima-

with Japan and East Asia, I was unprepared for a career

su. I will forever be in their debt.

involving the region. During the two years I spent under

michael birt
Director, Center for Health and Aging
The National Bureau of Asian Research

Kenneth Pyle’s tutelage at the Jackson School of
International Studies and as an intern at The National
Bureau of Asian Research, I acquired the necessary academic training, practical experience, and self-confidence

Great teachers necessarily engage in a kind of magic,

to become a professional historian of modern Japan.

the act of showing people things they might otherwise

My formative experiences at the Jackson School and

never consider, and by so doing make our largely invis-

NBR have deeply influenced me as a teacher and

ible world a little more visible. Few teachers have

researcher. Professor Pyle’s courses helped shape my

pedagogical approaches to Japanese history and the

valuable insights and counsel during those early years as

development of the modern state in general. I regularly

the Foundation developed programs and activities

refer my students to his pioneering work in late nine-

designed to advance understanding and cooperation in

teenth-century intellectual life, The New Generation in

U.S.-Asia relations. After leaving the board, Ken contin-

Meiji Japan. As a mentor, Professor Pyle also demon-

ued to remain involved and interested in the activities of

strated how a historian could investigate the past while

the Mansfield Foundation. We have continued to bene-

remaining attentive to present-day concerns. In partic-

fit from his expertise and his ongoing support.

ular, he inspired me to approach postwar Japan as a

We are delighted that The National Bureau of Asian

subject of historical inquiry. Beyond the classroom,

Research is honoring Anne and Ken Pyle with the dedi-

Professor Pyle introduced me to NBR, which also fac-

cation of the Pyle Center. On behalf of The Maureen and

tored crucially in my decision to become a contempo-

Mike Mansfield Foundation, we extend our warmest

rary historian. I quickly learned of a vast array of con-

congratulations.

temporary issues affecting Japan and its neighbors as an
intern at NBR, and I direct my research today toward
providing a broader historical context for many of these

thomas s. foley
Chairman
The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation

issues. After I left Seattle, I served for several years as
assistant moderator for NBR’s online Japan Forum,

As a teenager, I asked Anne’s and my much beloved

which allowed me to stay abreast of current events even

Nana why I shouldn’t drink or smoke. Her answer was

while I was buried under the weight of my doctoral

clear and simple: because what you do in your life, no

studies at Princeton University. I believe my attention to

matter how trivial it may seem, influences those with

contemporary affairs distinguishes me from many other

whom you interact, in particular those who admire and

historians in my field, and I thank Professor Pyle very

respect you. Therein lies the real gift of my sister and

much for helping to put me on this career path.

brother-in-law. Honesty beyond all doubt, overwhelm-

eric dinmore

ing integrity, genuine humility, a deep commitment to

Assistant Professor of History
Hampden-Sydney College

marriage and family, and the foundation of it all, their
spiritual quest to better understand the Christian path
they have chosen to follow since marriage.

In the field of U.S.-Asia relations, few can match the

Ken’s and Anne’s colleagues, friends, and family

contributions that Ken Pyle has made over the past five

applaud their professional accomplishments. But more

decades. His pioneering work in Japan studies and out-

importantly for all, I think, is the intangible, their inner

standing leadership, scholarship, and passionate vision

being that is their priceless gift.

for a strong U.S.-Japan relationship have been hallmarks

Congratulations, Anne and Ken, for recognition

of Ken’s entire career. The Maureen and Mike Mansfield

well-deserved. More importantly, my heart-felt thanks

Foundation’s relationship with Ken dates back to the

for being the sister and brother-in-law whom I love, a

first days of our organization. In 1981, Ken agreed to

gift and inspiration to all who know you.

serve on our first board and was present with Senator
Max Baucus, Senator Henry Jackson, Stan Kimmitt, and

ben henszey

the other founding members as they developed the
Foundation’s original articles of incorporation. He

Perhaps the greatest tribute to my dad’s role as a father

continued to serve on the board until 1987, providing

is that I had little recognition of what he was doing all

day at the university. At home, Dad worked out of a

Now, as an adult, better able to understand the

cramped, dank, windowless study in our basement until

workload, the pressure, the stress of what my father’s

I left for college. Pictures of the family were scattered

work and goals must have been, I’m amazed at his

among dusty golf trophies, a blue-and-white felt

patience and love for his children and his desire to put
them ahead of himself and his work.
My mother? Well, I was keenly aware of what her day
job involed: Will and myself! And, as a teenager, I often
wished a little less attention was directed towards what
we were doing! My alma mater, Bryn Mawr College,
shapes and graduates the unconventional, independent
thinking woman. The idea of being “somebody’s wife”
isn’t viewed as being a headliner on a graduating
woman’s resume. But I guarantee, my mother is as much
her own person whose passions and energy direct her
life as my father. As a single woman in the workforce,
with ambitions of my own and only having myself to

Ken and Annie Pyle at Pikes Peak, 1985

coordinate my daily life, I can’t help but reflect on the
all-too-easily-overlooked role my mother played in my

Andover banner, and pictures of some people I could

father’s career. Without my mother, my father never

name as a 10-year-old: Scoop Jackson, Deng Xiao Ping,

would have had the time to accomplish what he has,

Jimmy Carter, George Shultz.

and, without my mother, he would not have been able

His office was my one-stop source for my allowance,

to thoroughly pursue his passion in his field.

help with homework, and pink paper. The pink paper

My parents are a veritable unit and I cannot imagine

must have been supplied by the UW because Dad had

one without the other. They, in fact, define each other.

metal drawers filled high with the paper and he was

How lucky I am to have the gift of being able to say they

always busy writing something on it, perhaps an article,

are my own. My father’s patience, my mother’s trust,

a book revision. “Dad can I have a sheet of pink paper?

they are my greatest allies, my strongest support, a gift

Dad, can I have a sheet of pink paper?”

that will last me my entire life.

What I easily took for granted growing up is that not
once was I asked to come back later, not once did Dad

annie pyle

ever talk to me while he kept on writing. On every occasion, his pen went down and he looked up from his

Growing up, home-life revolved around my sister

writing to see what I wanted be it trivial, complaining

and me. Or at least that’s how Mom and Dad always

about Will, help with homework, my allowance, or

made us feel, loved and at the center of it all. Our dif-

retrieving Will’s allowance that he forgot to ask for late

ferent activities—sports, music, and school projects—

Sunday evening. Kids have the memory of elephants;

dominated the family schedule and dinner-time conver-

they never forget. It only would have taken being

sation. And my most special memories from childhood

shrugged off as less important than his work once and I

include the time that I spent with them both: after-

never would have forgotten it. But that never happened.

school snacks in the kitchen with Mom and one-on-one

Looking back, that astounds me.

basketball games and weekend golf outings with Dad.

Like Dad, I chose a career in academia. It wasn’t a

nities that I had no idea existed.

path that he or Mom pushed me in any way to follow,

Professor Pyle taught a lot of my core classes at the

but one on which I have received their constant and

Jackson School. Whether he was leading a small discus-

unconditional support. They have shared in the joy of

sion group or lecturing a packed auditorium, he was

the “ups,” and they have rallied my spirits during the

always able to keep students engaged, no matter how

“downs,” feeling the emotions of both, I’m convinced,

long the class was. I’ll never forget his tactic of random-

more intensely than I.

ly calling on people. There he is, talking about the Meiji

I am so happy that their wonderful partnership, the

restoration, and then *BAM*, he’ll call on you specifi-

foundation of Dad’s professional success, can be memo-

cally and ask you to answer a question. I also really

rialized in this way. Their enduring love, both for me

appreciated the way he would slip his wry humor into

and for each other, is one of my life’s greatest blessings.

lectures. Then there was that one time he stopped class

will pyle
Professor
Middlebury College

to ask if anyone knew how the Mariner’s game was
going. It was this kind of balance, between being
focused and relaxed, that made his classes a comfortable
place to learn.

It’s amazing how one thing can change your life so

It was through one of Professor Pyle’s classes that I

much. The reason why I moved across the country, why

heard about NBR, and while still a student at the Jackson

I got my Masters at the Jackson School, and why I start-

School, I started my internship there. It was the first

ed at NBR is all due to one single letter that I received

time that I had a job in my field, and it was exciting to

from Professor Pyle. I was this sad kid in upstate New

be able to actually apply what I had learned in school to
my work. Whether it was doing research for AccessAsia
or participating in the Japan-US Discussion Forum,
NBR has really allowed me to bridge my academic background with current Asian affairs and policy work. I feel
very fortunate to have had these opportunities, and I
look forward to where they will lead in the future.
It amazes me still that it all started with just one letter.

tracy timmons-gray
Assistant Director, Access Asia
The National Bureau of Asian Research

Ken Pyle is a leading academic scholar whose public polDon Hellman, Herb Ellison, and Ken Pyle

icy interests have significantly advanced U.S.-Japanese
relations and enriched the study and conduct of U.S.-

York who was about to turn all my PhD program rejec-

Asian affairs. Senator Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson forged

tion notices into a papier-mâché project. Then I get this

a close and productive relationship with Ken when he

letter from Professor Pyle that says, “Why don’t you

served as director of what later became the Jackson

come to the Jackson School?” Perhaps it was a small

School of International Studies. The Senator was

thing for him, but for me, accepting that offer literally

intensely interested in building bridges between the pol-

changed my life, and it opened up a world of opportu-

icy and academic worlds. He sought out Ken to help

inform his own views on Chinese history, culture, and

think of history as more than simply an academic inter-

U.S. foreign policy toward Asia. Jackson deeply respect-

est. I was inspired by his uncanny knack for asking what

ed Ken for his thoughtful and informed analysis. At the

he calls the “big questions,” and answering such ques-

Senator’s request, Ken accompanied him on several

tions using a concise, straightforward prose that makes

official trips to meet with China’s leaders in the 1970’s

his writings understandable by anyone interested in

and 1980’s.

history. Professor Pyle is also a supportive mentor who

Working with the Senator on how to foster and

is devoted to his students’ intellectual growth. But he

institutionalize links between policymakers and Asia

does not advise his students in an overbearing manner.

specialists inspired Ken to create NBR after Jackson’s

When students come for guidance on a research topic,

death. It is fitting that Ken and the Jackson Foundation

Professor Pyle simply asks the pertinent questions,

played leadership roles in that effort to fulfill one of the

rarely telling the students what he thinks. While some-

Senator’s key goals. As its founding president, Ken was

times frustrating, this helps his students learn to think

instrumental in guiding NBR to become one of our

for themselves.

nation’s leading institutions informing U.S. policy in
Asia-Pacific affairs.

Professor Pyle also helped expand my interests by
recommending me for a position at The National

The Jackson Foundation, whose mission is to sup-

Bureau of Asian Research (NBR). Working at NBR pro-

port efforts relating to the unfinished work of the late

vided an excellent opportunity to apply much of the

Senator, has benefited from Ken’s wise counsel in his

knowledge I gained studying under Professor Pyle. Such

role as a founding board member. In addition to his

work also broadened my horizons. I stopped focusing so

work with NBR, Ken has provided knowledgeable

much on Japan alone, and began to read and think

perspective on the Henry M. Jackson School of

about the dynamic forces shaping Northeast Asia.

International Studies. We appreciate his leadership of

As I begin my doctoral studies at Harvard University

the School and recognize the many fine students

(studying Japanese and international history), I cannot

mentored by Ken during his tenure. In recognition of

but think that I was blessed to have had such a wonder-

Ken’s service to the University, to the nation, to NBR,

ful mentor. His guidance and his recommendation for

and to the community, in May 2000 the Foundation

the job at NBR not only led to my acceptance to such a

awarded Ken its highest honor—the Henry M. Jackson

prestigious institution, but also directly shaped the

Distinguished Public Service Award. On behalf of

issues I wish to pursue in my graduate studies. It is a

the Board of Governors of the Henry M. Jackson

meaningful honor for me to be able to recognize some-

Foundation, we congratulate Ken and Anne on the

one who has had such a strong impact in my life.

honor that The National Bureau of Asian Research is
now bestowing on them.

william van ness
President
Henry M. Jackson Foundation

I first met Professor Pyle during my graduate studies at
the University of Washington. At that time, I enjoyed
the study of history but did not know where it would
lead. But after studying with Professor Pyle I began to

jeremy yellen
Graduate Student
Harvard University

tribute messages

the naming of this new center after the pyles is the perfect
way to honor their thoughtfulness, kindness, and hospitality and to
ensure that the many gifts they bring to the study of asia have
an enduring legacy. elaine and i remember fondly our time with ken
and anne in their home and at other nbr gatherings.
Mr. Bruce Acker

anne and ken, your legacy with the new pyle center will make a lasting
difference in the world, and we are so very proud to be able to contribute to it.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve and Brigitte Allen, Benjamin Allen

dear ken and anne, it is a great joy to join in this launch of
the new center which bears your names and pays tribute to good friends
who have contributed so much to this university, the seattle community,
and u.s. understanding of japan. congratulations.
Ambassador Michael Armacost, Stanford University

i congratulate both ken and anne, who has been a full and
active partner to ken, for their many accomplishments and long-term
commitment to america’s understanding of east asia in general, and japan
in particular, including artistic developments which i associate
primarily with anne. the naming of nbr’s northeast asian studies center
in recognition of the two of them is a well-deserved honor.
Dr. Jere Bacharach, University of Washington

congratulations on the establishment of the new
pyle center for northeast asian studies. both nbr and the university
of washington would not be the same without you !
Ms. Emily Bae, The National Bureau of Asian Research

we are privileged to have known dr. pyle over the years
and are pleased to be able to participate in recognizing his phenomenal
contributions to nbr, the jackson school, and asian studies.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Bannick

the people are what make nbr great, starting with its co-founders.
professor pyle’s guidance and uncompromising principles can be felt as a
strong hand at the helm of the organization. and as they say, behind
every great man is a great woman. from mrs. pyle’s insightful input, it’s evident
that professor pyle has strong support behind him. mrs. pyle, thank you for
being a role model for women in the organization. it is fitting and appropriate
to name this center after two people who have given so much to nbr,
and i am honored to be witness to the dedication.
Ms. Julie Bennion, The National Bureau of Asia Research

ken’s leadership at nbr has played a critical role in its growth and success.
congratulations to him and anne both on the center’s dedication !
Mr. Charles Brady, AMVESCAP PLC

thanks for your contributions to the understanding of asia—
and for inspiring me and others to make our own.
Ms. Raelyn Campbell, The National Bureau of Asian Research

the kenneth and anne pyle center is in itself a most fitting
tribute to the brilliance and lucidity that ken pyle has brought to our
understanding of japan and, beyond that, to his continued striving
for improved international relations.
Mrs. Maria Livanos Cattaui

professor pyle provided me with my career start in life, when he
offered me a great job at the jackson school in 1975 ! everything in some
way or another in my career built from that first position.
Ms. Linda Cheever, Fluke Corporation

i first became familiar with professor pyle’s work during my sophomore
year at the university of washington. his book, the japanese question: power
and purpose in a new era, made a huge impression on me. not long after reading
his book, i was lucky enough to get into one of his courses. as i sat in the
lecture hall and listened to professor pyle speak on japanese post-war history,
i had no idea that i would later work for the organization that he co-founded,
nbr, and even have the opportunity to deliver a surprise birthday cake
to his home. it is such an honor to know such a great and humble person !
Ms. Kailani Chin-Hidano, The National Bureau of Asian Research

it is ken, with anne’s support, who had the vision to create nbr
and the drive to make it what it is today.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence W. Clarkson

ken pyle invited me to teach at the uw school of international studies
in 1982 and he and anne helped us settle into a happy 25 years in seattle.
he didn’t realize it then, but in the process he opened up the uw to
a series of officially retired but active senior foreign service officers that
continues to this day. from the beginning i admired his ability to create
new programs through an academic bureaucracy that made the state
department look like a kindergarten. in 1982–83 as an enthusiastic outsider
i watched the inspired move to create the jackson school, widening its
scope and enlarging its international reputation. this was followed by
ken’s co-founding nbr. his sustained support of that eminently successful
organization has made it outstanding in the country.
Ambassador Charles Cross

we are all deeply indebted to ken for his many achievements
and contributions: as a distinguished scholar of japanese history, as
an outstanding director of the jackson school, and as the leader
in the creation of the national bureau of asian research, which is now
recognized internationally as a major center of asian research.
congratulations to both ken and anne on this important occasion.
Professor Herbert Ellison, University of Washington

here at the university of washington, professor kenneth pyle’s dedication
to scholarship has been made manifest through institutions such as
the jackson school of international studies, which he has been instrumental
in developing into one of the most well-regarded schools of its kind.
professor pyle’s dedication can also be seen in his relationships with the
many students and colleagues that he has inspired and helped shape
into a remarkable international community of scholars and teachers.
thank you for all your hard work, ken, and for your continuing efforts on
behalf of the university of washington and the field of japanese studies.
Dr. Mark Emmert, University of Washington

in our efforts to carry out the mansfield legacy, we are accustomed
to walking in the footsteps of giants. in the field of u.s.-japan relations,
we can think of few more deserving of that characterization
than one of our founding board members, ken pyle. congratulations !
Mr. L. Gordon Flake, The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation

to a visionary intellectual and a patient teacher.
Mr. James Foster, Microsoft Corporation

thank you, ken and anne, for your commitment to
comprehensive, compelling scholarship which advances a creative
approach to understanding international relationships.
Ms. Cecilia Fowler, The National Bureau of Asian Research

ken and anne have a unique marriage, a unique partnership. perhaps it is
not unique for a couple to each year have an expanding respect and
admiration for the intellect and talent, one for the other, or to each year
become more firmly grounded in their shared values, or to each year discover
new joys in their life together. or (if you observe attentively) the subtle
ways in which their great romance is manifested.  i once complimented anne
on a beautiful blouse…later she quietly said, with a big smile ‘this was
a gift from ken’. i am told that when anne attends his lectures at the u she is
the most ardent fan in the room. none of these individual gifts may be unique,
but i do believe the whole package is unique. they are a blessed couple. 
we are all aware of anne’s talents and achievements in the arts. ken has
followers around the world for his research and writing. i like to observe
ken in meetings. he understands the merits of ‘economy of words’.
he understands the difference between controlling and leading….a fair and
generous leader. we could write a long time about the accomplishments
of anne and ken pyle, the difference they have made in the lives of so many
men and women in so many and unexpected ways.  someone once said
fame is a vapor, popularity an accident, riches take wing. the only thing that
endures is character. anne and ken are a woman and man of good character.
it is an honor to be invited to share in their celebration tonight.
Mr. Bill Franklin, Franklin International

i had a great experience working at nbr as research director in the
late 1990s and will never forget taking ken and anne around shanghai in
may 1999, literally hours after the accidental bombing of the prc
embassy in belgrade. we were there for nbr’s conference on intellectual
property rights, and were it not for ken and mike oksenberg’s emergency
session with a former party chief of shanghai, our conference would
have been cancelled. ours was the only international event that took place
in china that week. of course, things might have turned out differently
had ken and anne not persuaded mike to stand down in his confrontation
with an airport custodian who tried to block mike from taking his
luggage cart out to the parking lot of hongqiao airport !
Dr. Mark Frazier, Lawrence University

thank you for your work and your example. it’s an honor to
be associated with a center that bears your name.
Dr. Aaron Friedberg, Princeton University

ken, i particularly remember the calm wisdom and experience
that you brought to the japan-u.s. friendship commission.
i hope our paths cross often in the future.
Dr. Ellen Frost, Peterson Institute for International Economics

as an undergraduate at stanford in the late 1960s, i was deeply
impressed reading ken pyle’s the new generation in meiji japan when it was
published in 1969. in the nearly 40 years since then—as a graduate student
at harvard, official at ustr, and businessman in japan—i have consistently
benefited from ken’s astute analysis of japan, u.s.-japan relations,
and asian regional issues. i also had the pleasure of serving under ken ’s
wise chairmanship as a commissioner on the japan-u.s. friendship
commission in the mid-1990s. i therefore thank nbr for establishing the
pyle center for northeast asian studies and congratulate ken and anne on
this worthy honor and tribute. i look forward to reading your new
book and to seeing you again soon !
Mr. Glen Fukushima, Airbus Japan

the gulf between history and the study of contemporary political
issues seems to grow by the day. ken pyle is one of those rare scholars with a
knack for explaining the foreign and domestic policies of japan today in
terms of long-term historical developments. during his distinguished career,
ken has moved with ease and elegance between japan’s pre-war decades and its
present—as he tackles the thorny issues of national identity and the
ongoing japanese dilemma of how to act on the world stage.
Dr. Sheldon Garon, Princeton University

ken and anne pyle, two superb human beings, have greatly enhanced our
understanding of japan, its history, and culture. throughout her life anne
has beautifully expressed herself through her art. she is the primary
collector and scholar of the prints of her well-known teacher, watanabe
sadao (1913–1996), a compelling artist who powerfully tells the stories of the
christian faith. ken and anne are most deserving recipients of this fine
honor which nbr is bestowing on them.
Dr. Mimi Gates, Seattle Art Museum

congratulations to ken and ann pyle. i have known and
admired them for nearly 30 years. ken’s scholarship and impact
on public policy have been admirable, the cornerstones of
his enviable stature and reputation.
Dr. Bill Gerberding, President Emeritus, University of Washington

ken, thanks so much for the tremendous support and guidance you have
given me in helping turn my passion and interest in japan and asia into a life
of wonderful opportunities and experiences. you are truly a scholar and a
gentleman (with a wickedly funny sense of humor to boot). my deepest
congratulations to you and anne on the founding of the pyle center, a great
tribute to all you have done and are still doing.
Mr. Adam Goff, Russell Investment Group

a very special celebration ! my sincerest congratulations.
Dr. Eleanor Hadley, University of Washington

friends and others have or will have told of the numerous,
extraordinary contributions ken and anne, individually and as a couple, have
made to their communities, locally, nationally, and internationally. i knew
of ken when i first came to seattle as a graduate student in the school of law.
i worked with him as a colleague when i returned to teach. i succeeded
him in at least two roles: first, briefly, as director of the jackson school and
then, equally briefly, as chair of the japan studies program. i thus personally
know well ken’s extraordinary contributions, his talent and his unfillable
shoes, shoes that leave huge permanent tracks. i have also known anne through
these years. knowing her i know, too, why ken could accomplish so much.
no one has been blessed with a more gifted and loving partner in marriage.
i consider it a great honor and privilege to count them both among my friends.
Mr. John Haley, School of Law, Washington University in St. Louis

professor and mrs. pyle, congratulations ! the naming of the new
center in your honor is a true testament of your dedication to, and passion
for, promoting interest in northeast asia. you have touched many people,
including me. for this, i am extremely grateful.
Mr. Mike Hatada

scoop had the greatest admiration for ken’s keen understanding and
incisive analysis of america’s role in the world in general and, in particular,
in the geopolitics and challenges in our relationships with asia. at the
jackson foundation, we have continued to rely on ken for his insights into
the jackson legacy in foreign policy and his leadership at the jackson school
and nbr. these two institutions, benefiting from ken’s wise counsel and
leadership, represent the best of the jackson legacy and would have made
scoop very proud. on behalf of helen jackson and the board of governors of
the jackson foundation, we congratulate ken and anne for this very
appropriate honor tonight.
Mr. John Hempelmann, Vice-President, Henry M. Jackson Foundation

separated only by a common border, we unite in our dedication to encourage
the understanding of asia, its histories, and its varied cultures.
Professor Emeritus John Howes, Asian Studies Department, University of British Columbia

they have taught me so much about japan—
and so much about how to live. how deeply we are in their debt.
Dr. James Huffman, Wittenberg University

dr. pyle, thank you for always taking the time to share your knowledge
and wisdom with your students. all who studied under you benefited from
your deep expertise and enthusiasm for your subject. many thanks.
Mr. Thomas John

we are grateful for the wisdom and forethought that ken applied
in developing the nbr model. our hope is that the pyle center will make
contributions to the study of northeast asia policy-related issues
worthy of ken’s name. all the best, ken and anne.
Mr. Roy Kamphausen, The National Bureau of Asian Research

thank you for your outstanding contributions in the field of asian studies
which will continue to inspire and shape generations to come.
Dr. Gary Kaplan, Virginia Mason Medical Center

eleven years ago, when i was considering applying for a position
at nbr, i asked a former professor if he had heard about the
organization. he hadn’t (this was back in 1995 ! ), but when he learned
that ken pyle was nbr’s president, he told me that it must be a first-rate
organization. “if ken pyle’s leading it, you can be certain that the
organization—and the work it does—is of the highest quality.”
“quality ” is indeed the word that describes everything about ken pyle,
and it has been a true honor for me to be part of his organization.
Mr. Karolos Karnikis, The National Bureau of Asian Research

congratulations. i appreciate all you have done and
continue to do for u.s.-japan relations.
Ms. Yuko Kawato

thanks for all of your work in helping americans
begin to understand asia.
Mr. James Kelly

ken, congrats to you and anne on an honor well deserved !
nbr would not be what it is today without your inspiration and leadership.
Mr. Joachim Kempin, NBR Honorary Director

this center will bring our community even closer to our neighbors
across the pacific for the benefit of all. congratulations.
Dr. Ann Marie Kimball, University of Washington

congratulations on the new pyle center ! it has been truly an
enjoyable, engaging experience being exposed to your works and ideas
through nbr. i am very honored to be a part of this effort !
Ms. Ariko Kimoto, The National Bureau of Asian Research

thank you for the teaching and advising at the university
of washington. i have enjoyed attending jackson school events after
graduation, and i always appreciate your speeches and discussion.
Mr. Matt Kujawa

thanks to your values and vision, nbr stands for
analytic integrity and independence.
Dr. Mercy Kuo, The National Bureau of Asian Research

congratulations on this tremendous honor. your work in support
of strong u.s.-asia relations is deeply appreciated.
Mr. Chanho Kwon, Consul General of the Republic of Korea in Seattle

ken pyle is that rare first-class academic who is also an institution
builder. first at the jackson school of international studies, and then at the
national bureau of asian research, ken’s talents have been in evidence. he
conceived the model of nbr more than two decades ago and has led it to its
current place of prominence and influence on united states policy toward asia.
Dr. Nick Lardy, Peterson Institute for International Economics

i deeply admire ken’s outstanding scholarly
accomplishments and significant professional leadership,
especially in regard to japanese and east asian affairs.
Dr. Chae-Jin Lee, Claremont-McKenna College

ken has been a continuing source of wisdom about developments
in japan. thank you for the great work you have done !
Dr. Kenneth Lieberthal, University of Michigan

congratulations and warmest wishes on the dedication of the pyle
center for northeast asian studies. it is a fitting tribute to two people
who have done so much to advance the discussion on northeast asia,
both past and future, and who have had such a positive and lasting influence
on so many people involved directly and indirectly in these fields. my first
asian studies course was taught by marius jansen, and in that course
the first article i read was written by ken. what great fortune to have had
as my earliest influences two people who were great academics and
such wonderful people. we all owe you a tremendous debt and wish both
of you continuing health and happiness.
Mr. Doug Lorentz, Mastercard

thank you, ken and anne, for your contributions to the
study of japan, both its history and art, and for everything you
have done for the university of washington.
Dr. Ted Mack, University of Washington

professor pyle is not only a great historian but also a
great teacher who helps students appreciate the dynamic forces at
work across a broad sweep of history. his classes are an experience
to cherish and i will not forget my time as his student.
Mr. Peter Mattis

congratulations. the continued success of nbr is
testament to your vision and hard work.
Rear Admiral (ret.) Michael McDevitt, USN, CNA Corporation.

congratulations, ken and anne, on this great and well-deserved honor.
Ms. Mary Minnick, The Coca-Cola Company

i appreciate all ken has done for better understandings
and relations between the u.s. and japan.
Mr. Tomio Moriguchi, Uwajimaya

ken pyle is one of those few individuals who believe in us—
in our abilities and our potential—even more than we do at some important
turning point of our lives. so many of the skills i need to do my job as
an analyst at the state department were honed under fire in ken’s graduate
seminar on modern japan—the course he fondly referred to as “ the long march.”
master a nation’s central questions—there are only a few of them—and
always write to those. don’t get lost in a mountain of details—learn to
recognize what is important, and forget about the rest. write fast. write clearly.
write often, because you don’t really know what you know until it ’s on paper.
“and remember, i push you harder because i know you can take it. you’re
doing a great job.” i don’t think of this advice occasionally, or even often.
i think of it all of the time. and when i train new analysts at state,
i remember it to them—always mentioning ken pyle by name.
Dr. Matt Ouimet, U.S. Department of State

ken and anne, we love and respect you. you both have opened to us a way of
understanding asia with wisdom and a caring sensitivity to people.
Reverend and Mrs. Earl Palmer, University Presbyterian Church

the establishment of a permanent center on northeast asian
studies at nbr in ken and anne pyle’s names is a tribute to the critical role
ken has played in the organization’s growth and development for more
than a decade. i am honored to serve with him on nbr’s board.
Mrs. Pamela Passman, Microsoft Corporation

ken pyle has been an outstanding leader of the jackson school and
an inspiring teacher of northeast asia. his chapter on “japanese foreign policy ”
in a century ’s journey: how the great powers shape the world is one of the
most compelling statements and analysis of japanese foreign policy in the
twentieth century. i was privileged to work with him on the book, am honored
to call him a friend, and am glad to contribute to the pyle center.
Dr. Robert Pastor, American University

congratulations, ken and anne, on establishing a center for
advancing the integrated study of northeast asia.
Dr. Saadia Pekkanen, University of Washington

the success of nbr is a tribute to your insight and leadership.
your combination of scholarship and public service has been an inspiration
to numerous students and colleagues on both sides of the pacific.
Dr. T.J. Pempel, University of California, Berkeley

ken deserves kudos for a wide variety of accomplishments,
but none more so than the creative energy that went into coming up
with the concept of the national bureau of asian research and
then sticking with it to make the idea a reality.
Dr. Dwight Perkins, Harvard University

ken pyle has been a major contributor to international
understanding about japan. his unceasing efforts to build knowledge
through research and policy advising, combined with his tireless support
for colleagues and students, have been an inspiration to generations
of scholars working on matters related to east asia.
Dr. Pittman Potter, University of British Columbia

dear professor pyle, congratulations on the launching of the center !
Dr. Andrew Marble, Ms. Sandra Ward, & Ms. Jannette Whippy (The NBR Publications Team!)

the association of the pyle center with the university of washington
will be highly beneficial to both of these institutions.
Mssrs. Brooks and Cam Ragen

your thoughtfulness and wisdom are a model for all of us at nbr.
congratulations on this wonderful and well-deserved occasion.
Ms. Katherine Richard, The National Bureau of Asian Research

ken and anne, sarah and i are congratulating you on the
new center nbr is establishing in your names. this honor is a tribute
to all you have contributed, well deserved, and long overdue !
Mr. John Rindlaub, Wells Fargo; Mrs. Sarah Rindlaub, Washington Policy Center

ken pyle has done a great service for americans by keeping them focused on the
realities of japanese politics and society. his contributions will be appreciated
even more in the future, as japan takes on new responsibilities in the world.
Dr. Stephen Rosen, Olin Institute of Strategic Studies

congratulations sensei !
Dr. John Sagers, Linfield College

it is a special privilege to walk in the footsteps of ken pyle—
scholar and public intellectual sui generis.
Dr. Richard Samuels, MIT

ken and anne: your commitment to asian studies and to numerous students
as well as colleagues through the years has been truly memorable. thus to
apply your names to the center for northeast asian studies is most appropriate
and well represents a permanent testimony to your contributions.
Dr. Robert Scalapino, University of California, Berkeley

ken and anne, congratulations from all of us at ford motor company
on an honor well deserved, reflecting your significant contributions to
nbr and your research and academic leadership.
Mr. Mark Schulz, Ford Motor Company

it’s no secret that economic and political transformations in asia
are going to have a fundamental effect on the way americans
see the world and on every aspect of our foreign policy. it’s not a secret,
but some people have understood it longer and better than others—
and ken pyle is one of those who has understood it longest and
best and has gotten others to pay attention.
Ambassador Stephen Sestanovich, Columbia University

ken, it is not often that you are asked to write a statement about
a good friend...who is not only a wonderful person, but also a stand-out in
his chosen field. here we have a husband-and-wife team who are both
genuinely nice people and standouts in any crowd.
General (ret.) John Shalikashvili

in addition to being one of the most important scholars on modern
japan in the united states, ken is one of this country ’s great gentlemen.
i have benefited many times from his research, advice, and wisdom.
Dr. Sheldon Simon, Arizona State University

warmest congratulations !
Dr. Michael Sullivan, Oxford University

the order of the rising sun, gold rays with neck ribbon bestowed upon
you by the emperor of japan demonstrates, more than thousands of words could
describe, how much you, together with anne, have done for enhancing mutual
understanding between the united states and japan. thank you.
Mr. Kazuo Tanaka, Consul General of Japan in Seattle

ken and anne pyle’s dedication to japanese studies has shaped
scholarly research and cultural understanding between the united states
and asia. the pyle center for northeast asian studies promises to continue
in the spirit of their remarkable and inspirational work.
Mr. David K.Y. Tang, Preston Gates and Ellis LLP

ken and anne, it is a special privilege to be associated with this new
center deservingly named in your honor. i admire the significant contributions
to the u.s.-japan relationship the two of you have made throughout your
lives. ken, you have been a powerful force in intellectual and policy
issues and in shaping thinking about the international relations of northeast
asia. thank you for your vision and for setting such a high standard of
intellectual integrity to which the center will seek to aspire.
Mr. Travis Tanner, The National Bureau of Asian Research

professor pyle is a great speaker, listener, writer, and most of all,
teacher. i will always remember how he described his book the
making of modern japan—how there is not one wasted sentence in it.
that description suits him very well, for i have not met another
person who speaks as thoughtfully as he does. to weigh your words so
that your meaning is expressed in the best way possible—that is just
one of his lessons that i still very much appreciate today.
Ms. Tracy Timmons-Gray, The National Bureau of Asian Research

ken and anne added another thing we can be proud of in our
community. i appreciate their tireless effort to make the u.s. understand
japan and other east asian countries better and deeper.
Dr. Michio Tsutsui, University of Washington

my association with ken pyle has been among the greatest blessings of
my life. professor pyle not only gave me a second chance after a rather poor
showing as an undergraduate, he provided me with the encouragement
and guidance necessary to ensure that i did not squander that opportunity.
in addition, the example he sets as a scholar, educator, mentor, and man
continues to serve as an inspiration to me. i was truly fortunate to meet him.
Mr. Brian Walsh, Princeton University

your great vision shown with this center is very timely. through
the center, the pacific northwest will continue its leadership role in
asian studies in the united states. the center will also provide a
counterbalance to european studies centers in the rest of the world.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter C.C. Wang and the Wang Foundation

the pyles are people that i respect very much. through my
husband, i have interacted with many people from the united states,
but they are the ones that i still have a close relationship with, and
they come to see me whenever they visit japan. they are a gift from god.
i see them as part of my family and i am deeply appreciative of that.
i hope that they will continue to be healthy, successful,
and play an active role in society in the many years to come.
Mrs. Watanabe

to have a pyle center that recognizes the scholar in ken and the
artist in anne is a rare and precious thing. may it live up to its namesakes.
Mr. Griffith Way, The Blakemore Foundation

thank you for your many contributions to strategic asia,
and your challenging counsel for us to discern the historical
significance of the trends we are seeing.
Mr. Michael Wills, The National Bureau of Asian Research

ken did a great job as my predecessor chair of the japan-u.s.
friendship commission, providing wise leadership.
Dr. Richard Wood, The Japan Society

dear ken, thank you for the vision you demonstrated in establishing nbr.
the imagination of a research organization that fulfilled senator jackson ’s
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